S Y M B O L S

ALL-SEEING EYE: representing spiritual sight, inner vision, higher knowledge, insight into occult
mysteries.
Masonic symbol for the all-seeing eye of god - Eye of Horus

ANARCHY: The lines of the "A" often extend outside the circle. many Satanists and other occult groups it
represents their slogan, "do what thou wilt." it represents the ASMODEAS: a demonic force driving
teenagers toward sexual perversion and suicide.

ANKH: This symbol originated in Egypt and symbolizes reincarnation. The ankh and the common cross
were both used equally in ancient pagan sun-worship of many gods like the sun-god Amen-Rah, and the
pagan sun-trinity: Osiris, Isis and Horus.

COMPASS (Masonic ): The Masonic symbol of the compass and the T-square represents movement
toward perfection and a balance between the spiritual and physical. The compass (used to form circles)
represent spirit. The ruler (part of a square) represent the physical.

DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE: A Masonic seal and initiation symbol. The number inside the pyramid over the
eagle's head is 33. The eagle is a universal symbol representing the sun, power, authority, victory, the sky
gods and the royal head of a nation.

PEACE SYMBOL or NERO'S CROSS : A broken, upside-down cross. To Roman emperor Nero, who hated
and persecuted the early Christians, it meant destruction of Christianity. Nero believed that there would be
world peace without Christianity.

PENTACLE or PENTAGRAM (pointing up): A standard symbol for witches, freemasons, and many other
pagan or occult groups. To witches, it represent the four basic elements (wind, water, earth and fire) plus a
pantheistic spiritual being such as Gaia or Mother Earth.

PENTAGRAM (pointing down): Used in occult rituals to direct forces or energies. Often represents
satanism’s, the horned god

SCARAB: Symbol of the rising sun, the Egyptian sun god Chepri (or Khepera), and protection from evil. To
ancient Egyptians, the dung beetle rolled its dung balls like Chepri rolled the sun across the sky.

FISH SYMBOL - Also Ichthys (Greek for fish). associated with the pagan "Great Mother Goddess." It was
meant to represent the outline of her vulva. It's associated with Dagon the fish-god of the Philistines. The
name Dagon is derived from dag which means fish.

The Christian church teaches that this symbol has existed for centuries- representing the concept:
“Jesus, was the Fisher of men.”

THAUMATURGIC TRIANGLE. Their adopted symbol to represent their sexual orientation has long been used by
Satanist to conjure demons. The triangle is a door, the circle is a boundary of power.

SUN SIGN : Found in Turkey represent the sun and the four directions. Compare the curving lines with the
Swastika. Without the horizontal line, the symbol resembles Yin-Yang

SWASTIKA : occult symbol of the sun and the four winds or directions and their corresponding spirits.

SWASTIKA 2 (Crux Dissimulata): An ancient swastika. The cross inscribed in a circle brings together the
square and the circle, joining heaven and earth and the perfected man

SUN SYMBOL OF BAAL: The sun has long been a symbol of worship. The ancient symbol of the Sun God
Baal.

CIA LOGO : Note the sun with a cross in the middle

NATO LOGO : Note the sun with a cross in the middle

Information Awareness Office (DARPA)
Deletes Its Logo

(The IAO's slogan, "Scienta est potentia," is Latin for, "Knowledge is power.")
When the logo and the office became public, outrage led to DARPA's saying they were canceling
the project.
Of course, the project is still in force, just under different guises.
THEIR PURPOSE
Collaboration and sharing over TCP/IP networks across agency boundaries
Large, distributed repositories with dynamic schemas that can be changed interactively by users
Foreign language machine translation and speech recognition
Biometric signatures of humans
Real time learning, pattern matching and anomalous pattern detection
Entity extraction from natural language text
Human network analysis and behavior model building engines
Event prediction and capability development model building engines
Structured argumentation and evidential reasoning
Story telling, change detection, and truth maintenance
Business rules sub-systems for access control and process management
Biologically inspired algorithms for agent control
Other aids for human cognition and human reasoning
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Obelisks are a phallic symbol related to the Egyptian Sun God, Osiris

EARTH SYMBOL - This is used by wicca/witchcraft. sections represent 4 seasons: Spring, Summer, Fall,
and Winter or 4 elements of the earth: Air, Fire, Water, and Earth.

HOLY EARTH : Symbol for mother earth. Also appears as a Hopi medicine wheel and Norse sun symbol.

SEAL of the LEFT HAND PATH : Indicates Black magic and the path to Satan.

SEXUAL RITUAL : Used to indicate the place and purpose.

INVERTED CROSS of SATANIC JUSTICE : If found carved in the chest of a victim, it means the person
was a traitor. Vertical line = represents man's presence. Horizontal line = eternity past and future. Arch = the
world. Being inverted = mockery of God.

RITUAL CIRCLE : Has different meanings to different groups. Protection from evil, symbolic of life
cycles or completeness.

THAUMATURGIC TRIANGLE : Used for magical purposes in casting of spells and the summoning of
demons.

ITALIAN HORN : - Unicorn horn - Leprechaun staff, associated with good luck. used to ward off
"Maluka" or the "Evil Eye". It also means satan will take care of your finances.

PETER'S CROSS - Satanist symbol, this symbol has been known as Peter's Cross for the better part of two-thousand
years. It is written and widely believed that Peter was crucified upside down by his own request.

YIN-YANG SYMBOL - Yin represents the moon, water and the earth. Yang represents the sun, fire and the
heavens.

HORNED GOD : Represents the horned god of witchcraft. Pan or Cernunnos. Note the thumb under the fingers and given by
the right hand.

HORNED HAND : The sign of recognition between those in the Occult. When pointed at someone it is meant to place a curse.
Note the thumb over the fingers and given by the left hand.

WITCH SIGN or MOON SIGN : Used to salute the rising moon. Also used by Entertainers.

TRIQUETRA SYMBOL - Symbol of Black Madonna worshippers; symbol on the new universal smart card
and high-level Masons false god Jahbuhlun. Whose mark is the three 6's, overlaid Triquetra.

666 - The number of man. The mark of the Beast. Revelation 13:18

BAPHOMET : Unique to Satanism. A demonic deity and symbolic of Satan.

SYMBOL BAPHOMET : Aleister Crowley wore this symbol as well as the 33rd degree founder Albert
Pike of the Masons

BAPHOMET or SABBATIC GOAT or HORNED GOD
used to represent of various Pagan gods. led to the look of the Christian Satan. In 19th century, magician/priest Eliphas
Levi created it. It has hermaphrodite qualities. one arm is masculine, the other is feminine; the goat has breasts of a
woman with a phallic object between legs. represents the dual (good/evil) nature of everything.
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